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Design and Development of the Data Synchronization Case Study 
 

Abstract 

 

The Laboratory for Innovative Technology and Engineering Education (LITEE) 

at Auburn University has been developing case studies that engage students in 

cross-disciplinary learning and require engineering and business and students of 

other disciplines to work together in order to solve a common problem.  The Data 

Synchronization case study is one of the latest case studies from LITEE, which 

focuses on how a construction company solved the problem of synchronizing data 

forms between remote sites and the headquarters.  Unlike other case studies that 

handle hypothetical or past events, the Data Synchronization case study focuses 

on a current real-world problem that existed in this company.  A graduate student 

from Auburn University worked directly with the company while living in India 

during summer 2007 in order to develop this case study.  The Data 

Synchronization case study was made using steps for creating case studies, which 

involve identifying a company’s problem, having students work with the 

company, writing the case study, and many stages of refinement in order to create 

the finished product for the classroom.  This paper describes this case study and 

its creation process further. 

 

1.0 Introduction 

 

Preeminence in technological innovation depends on a wide array of factors, one 

of which is leadership in engineering research, education, and practice.  As other 

nations increase their investments in engineering research and education, the U.S. 

risks falling behind in critical research capabilities and, ultimately, the 

innovations that flow from research 
7
.  The nation’s ability to capitalize on new 

knowledge resulting from large investments in life sciences will depend on 

contributions from engineering.  Engineering research is founded on a disciplined 

approach to problem solving and the application of sophisticated modeling, 

design, and testing tools to solve problems.  The Educating the Engineer of 2020 

report (2005) calls for system-wide efforts to align the engineering curriculum 

and engineering profession with the needs of today’s global, knowledge-driven 

economy, with the goal of increasing student interest in engineering careers.  It 

has also been recommended that research should be combined with education, 

thereby training students in critical thinking and research methodologies, as well 

as providing them with solid engineering skills
7
. 

 

As more industries utilize the economic advantages of a global R&D, U.S. 

engineering teams need to prepare for collaboration across countries and the 

blurring of national boundaries.  Future engineers need to be trained not only in 

basic engineering skills, but also in managing global research teams
8
.  Thus, 

engineering education needs to be drastically altered to give students 

opportunities to work in international research teams 
1
, 

3
, 

4
, 

6
. 

7
. P
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Engineering educators should introduce interdisciplinary learning in the curriculum wherever 

possible and explore the use of case studies of engineering successes and failures as a learning 

tool 2.  These findings lead to the premise upon which this paper is based: New challenges and 

opportunities are emerging due to the emergence of global R&D teams and future engineers must 

be given opportunities to learn how to perform effectively in this market.   

 

 
Figure 1: Sample LITEE case study listing 

 

The LITEE lab has been producing case studies for many years, such as Lorn Textiles, Della 

Steam Plant, STS-51L and others (www.litee.org), but they have always focused on events that 

occurred in or involved companies in the United States.  In 2007, LITEE was awarded an NSF 

grant to send students from American Universities to India to live, work and finally produce a 

case study.  Before the group of five students ventured to India, the project lead

ers of the LITEE lab were in communication with multiple private companies located in India 

and IIT Madras asking them for projects that students may work on.  This paper describes the 

experiences of a graduate student who travelled to India to develop a case study with a large 

construction company. 

 

1.1 Project Selection 

 

In summer 2007, five graduate students from Auburn University conducted a research project in 

India. Two faculty members assisted them in conducting the project. The private companies and 

IIT Madras had multiple project options available for students to select, but the students waited 

until they arrived in India to select a project, because more diversified and interesting options 

became available when the students spoke directly with each individual project managers at the 

various organizations. 
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Figure 1: 2007 U.S. team at IIT Madras 

 

When the group of students and a faculty member arrived at Larsen & Toubro, L&T, the largest 

construction firm in India, they were given a brief tour of the campus and then they met with 

different project managers to pick individual problems to work on and eventually write a case 

study (Figure 1).  The students were taken to the individual departments and spoke directly with 

the manager of each section.  The company managers described the problems they faced, 

students described their expertise, and then an eventual match was figured out.  A few of the 

proposed projects were extremely technical, such as trying to solve a mini power crisis in India, 

which led to computers shorting out frequently.  This project was interesting, but the expertise of 

the students was not sufficient to work on this problem.   

  

One of the graduate students was specializing in computer science and engineering, and when 

the opportunity to work in a software development environment arose, he chose to work on that 

project.   

 

1.2 The Problem 

 

The Senior Manager-System, ECC Division (Engineering Construction & Contracts) at L&T 

described wanting to solve a problem related to establishing communication to remote worksites 

spread throughout India and synchronize the databases on both ends.  The student was given the 

overview, a computer he can use and then told to work on the problem. 

 

Larsen & Toubro (L&T) is one of India's largest and most respected engineering and 

construction conglomerates seeking a strong customer-relationship approach and constant quest 

for top-class quality. With over 350 job sites in India, keeping track of each construction 

project’s progress is essential. That said, Larsen & Toubro have encountered several delays in a 

construction site's projects that could potentially cost the multi-million dollar business. These 

delays have lasted anywhere from eight hours to a couple of days for processing work order 

approval forms.  
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The current communication system allows each job site manually package and send information 

over the Internet. This process requires human intervention and has a long lag time between 

updates. So if a work order has been submitted, there is a high probability that approval for this 

form will not take place until either the next login or even the following day. Therefore, Larsen 

& Toubro wanted to develop a central database that would drastically reduce the processing time 

approval for construction projects to commence. Before a work order is approved, all the 

resources at the remote site sit idle, waiting for approval. So reducing the approval delay will 

also reduce the time equipment sits idle at the job site. Larsen & Toubro requested that all 

solutions must:  

≠ enhance security 

≠ remove manual transmission 

≠ reduce turnaround time 

≠ reduce lag time 

≠ reduce bandwidth, and  

≠ verify information 

1.2.1. Researching the Problem 

 

The graduate student stayed at the guest house at Indian Institute of Technology, Madras, and 

commuted to the L&T campus, about 5 miles apart on a daily basis.  Initially, the student 

researched Web Services and how they operate.  Creating the Web Service was easy, because all 

the required tools were already provided with Microsoft Visual Studio 2005.  At L&T, their local 

network was almost at its capacity, so they wanted to ensure that data transfers were small in size 

and that they could be verified for accuracy, integrity, size and secure from outside viewers. 

 

Integrity was the first challenge and needed to ensure that the entire data transfer was correct.  

The issue was solved by introducing a keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC) 

hashing function.  Providing a way to check the integrity of information transmitted over or 

stored in an unreliable medium is a prime necessity in the world of open computing and 

communications. Mechanisms that provide such integrity check based on a secret key are usually 

called “message authentication codes" (MAC). Typically, message authentication codes are used 

between two parties that share a secret key in order to validate information transmitted between 

these parties. A variation of the MAC mechanism based on cryptographic hash functions called 

HMAC, is based   on work by Krawczyk, et al 
5
.  

 

The algorithm devised by the student hashes information with the secret salt value and then 

includes the hash with the transfer.  On the receiving end, software will again hash the 

information with the known salt value and then compare it to the included hash value.  If both 

values match, then the information is free of bit errors and from a trusted source. 

 

The accuracy problem was not handled by the software developed by the student, but instead 

was completed by a separate team at L&T.  There had been problems in the past with work order 

forms with faulty information.  When a faulty work order form was submitted it would cause a 

cascade failure and all other forms that accompanied it are rejected, and the process to find out if 
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an error occurred may take a day to realize.  This problem was solved by forcing the custom ERP 

software that L&T used to verify information entered before saving.  If a request was made for a 

tool or part that did not exist then it will not allow the form to be saved until the faulty 

information was fixed. 

 

In India, the size of information matters.  High speed Internet connections exist, but in the rural 

areas, access to the Internet may be limited.  The student originally thought he would also have 

to solve the connection problem, but after a discussion with his boss, they said to believe that all 

sites at least will have a dial-up connection.  When working on a dial-up connection or on L&T's 

congested network, sending a large, plain-text file over the net is not feasible.  The solution to 

this problem was to shrink the information using a twofold strategy.  First, the information that 

would normally be in plain text was converted to a binary format.  For example, when storing 

numbers it would be assumed to save the number 255 as a text version, but converting it to 

binary converts it to a single byte, instead of three.  The format also assumes that all known data 

types are known up front, like integers, floating points, bytes and strings.  By knowing the exact 

format of information the system can cheat by using a special format.  Before each value, a data 

description byte was introduced.  This byte indentifies the data's type and also the size if 

necessary.  For byte sized characters, only two bytes would be necessary for identification and 

storage.  More complex objects such as strings are stored by using an identification block, with 

size information and then finally the string.  To help protect information from unauthorized 

viewers, random garbage is inserted into the data stream, that are automatically ignored when 

read back, but will foil people that don’t understand the format or are trying to break the 

encryption.  This binary file format came from the student’s experience with working and 

reading the Adobe Flash 8 file format, which follows closely with the above rule set. 

 

The second half to shrinking information involved using a compression technique to further 

compact the data.  For this part, the binary information from the previous step was fed into a zip 

compression function that took the binary data and generally reduced the size by half.  This 

resulting binary data was then converted to base 64.  The base 64 format converted bytes into a 

string representation.  This conversion increased the file size by one third, but was needed to put 

binary data in a Web Service. 

 

The security aspect of the Web Service could have come in two different flavors, either 

encrypting the Web Service or the information.  Trying to encrypt the Web Service would have 

necessitated writing connecting software that was deemed to be very difficult, therefore the 

option of encrypting the data was selected.  Before the data was compressed, an encryption 

technique was used on the data.  This function increased the overall size of the data, but since the 

compression part followed it evened out the size difference. 
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Figure 2: Layers of information for data transfers, based on the TCP/IP stack 

 

Figure 2 shows how information transferred with the new system will be secured and verified.  

The organization of information is like an onion and resembles TCP/IP stack format for packets. 

 

Developing the code for the Web Service, documentation, and testing took about a month.  The 

student spent the second month of the assignment to draft the first versions of a case study 

describing this problem. 

 

1.3 Framing the case study 

 

A few years back, the Della Steam Plant case study was created and it became the standard for 

how LITEE case studies should be formatted and presented.  The format has been modified and 

adjusted over the years, but forms the basis for new case studies that are developed by the 

student team.  The student developed the Data Synchronization case study.  The steps followed 

in developing this case study are described in this section.  This case study is available for 

perusal at www.liteecases.com. 

 

1.3.1 Content of the case study 

 

The Data Synchronization case study starts off with a quick introduction of the problem at hand.  

After the introduction, a problem statement is provided where more information and details are 

presented for the perspective student.  The next sections focus more on the individual problems 

(such as integrity, accuracy, size, and security), with each problem having a page dedicated to it 

and links to more information.  The idea is to fully immerse the student in the subject, so that 

they can explain the problem clearly to others and make informed decisions.  After all the 

problems have been thoroughly explained, the alternatives to solve the problems are provided.  

The alternatives are setup in a way so that one of them is a wrong solution (no automation), 

another is the better solution that solves the problems adequately (developing an automated 

solution similar to the one described in the earlier section) and a few stop-gap solutions (buying a 

3
rd

 party software and use of open software) that do not solve the problems adequately. 
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1.3.2 Student Assignments 

 

The assignment portion provides scenarios which instructors can use to ensure that students have 

comprehended the problem.  For the Data Synchronization case study, two assignments were 

developed.  The first assignment divided the class into four teams.  Three teams were required to 

defend specific alternatives and convince the fourth team, management group, which alternative 

is better.  Such an assignment makes it possible for students to fully know their subject and 

develop the skills to help communicate their ideas to others.  

 

 
Figure 3: Motivation for assignment 2 

 

The second assignment is based upon a fictional event where a remote job site near the coastline 

is waiting for a work order to be released before they can pour concrete (Figure 3).  The issue is 

that a cyclone is expected to land at the job site and if the concrete is poured too late, then it will 

not have sufficient time to harden.  The assignment is crafted to force students to take the side of 

fixing or ignoring the problem and the results of their actions.  Implementation of the appropriate 

alternative is essential in order to solve the above problem.   

 

1.3.3 Supplementary materials 

 

The case study includes supplementary information for students.  A reference section was 

included to explain the difficult technical concepts.  For example, an encryption demonstration is 

attached which allows students to test out a simple encryption scheme and thereby get a better 

understanding of how it works.  Other examples included are hashing functions, such as MD5, 

CRC-32, and a HMAC-MD5 function which could all be used to check integrity.  With these 

examples students can see dynamically how hashing works.  Other topics covered include: 
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≠ Base (Base 2, Base 16, Base 64) 

≠ Compression 

≠ Encryption 

≠ Endians (Data formats) 

≠ Flash Format 

≠ Integrity 

≠ Internet 

≠ Packing 

≠ Synchronization 

≠ Verification 

≠ Web Services 

 

1.3.4 Search function 

 

A new function introduced in this case study allows students to find information faster.  A search 

menu was added that show results that matched the requested search query (Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4: Search pane and results 

 

1.3.5 Site map 

 

The last portion of the case study is the site map.  The students can use the site map to see all 

available pages and quickly identify content.  The data is organized into categories and pages, 

and pages may show up multiple times in different categories.  For example, all the content 

related to encryption is located under a single column for quick reference. 

 

1.3.6 Lost sections 

 

The author of the case study had to exclude other mini case studies that focused exclusively on 

other issues, such as security and integrity.  These mini case studies were removed, but the 

technical content stayed in the references section since it was still valid for the overall case 

study. 
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1.4 Multiple solutions 

 

The Data Synchronization case study presents multiple alternatives so that the students can 

choose an appropriate one.   

 

1.4.1 Picking alternatives 

 

For Data Synchronization Case Study, the alternatives were designed so that they would fit in 

with India in mind.  Because software engineers are paid less in India compared to the U.S., it 

made sense for a few alternatives to focus on training employees to enhance the process.  The 

training aspect incorporated some technical aspects to reach the company’s goals, such as 

encryption.  Employees could encrypt by hand or use a software tool that would handle the 

encryption process. 

 

Each alternative costs the company different sums of money.  Some of the cost can come from 

training personnel, but there is another cost: programming hours.  L&T employs many talented 

software developers.  If these employees are requested to work on this project, then it costs L&T 

nothing more, but it might slow down other projects.  L&T could ask a third party to develop the 

required applications, but then the cost of development and support will cost money, not man 

hours. 

 

The idea of the alternatives is to show students what is possible when the cost of labor is 

relatively cheap when compared to the U.S., but also the trade-offs involved when a company 

uses people instead of technology to solve problems.  Better training has the potential to improve 

efficiency, but still doesn't solve a few of the issues related to time delay.  In the end, alternatives 

are ways to guide students to think in a specific direction and help better understand the overall 

concept in solving the problems faced by this company.  

 

1.5 Presentation  

 

Before leaving India, the graduate student who worked on this project presented his findings to 

the executives and managers at L&T and to the faculty members.  This made it possible for the 

student to show what he did, the ideas and suggestions he had for solving the problem, and 

finally to see if the management approves the work. 

   

The presentation for the Data Synchronization case study was held at L&T's Chennai 

headquarters in front of the Vice President of Operations and Human Resources.  The student 

presented a mini synopsis of the case study with each page cut down to a few bullet points.  The 

management liked the research project and the presentation and gave the go-ahead to finalize the 

case study. 

 

2.0 Refinement 

 

Every case study, when initially written, is not a finished product.  After returning from India, 

the case study went through major rewrites before it was finalized.   
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2.1 Rewrites 

 

The Data Synchronization case study didn't have as many re-writes as the other cases, but there 

were substantial changes.  The content was altered so that it could be better accessed by students.  

One issue that the case study format introduced was the over-nesting of menu items.  Over-

nesting is when a menu item is located in a difficult place to access.  To solve menu nesting, 

some content items were combined and others moved to a more convenient location. 

 

The case study was also simplified so that the salient points were brought out.  The Data 

Synchronization case study as originally written had two extra case studies included that had 

their own separate menu items.  The issue was that students may become confused when looking 

at the menu and not know which case study to examine.  The extra case studies were originally 

moved into different menu links and later removed from the case study entirely. 

 

Other than removing extra content, the case study’s main focus stayed the same during editing, 

but more information was added to better explain the points.  Diagrams and more detailed 

explanations were added where necessary to better detail the problem and solution.   

 

2.2 Multiple editors 

 

The case study, after months of edits and weekly update reports, was almost finished.  Then a 

student that had not worked on the case and had a strong editing capability was requested to 

examine and find all the flaws that the designer missed.  This part was a bit painful to the 

developer because he got back sheets of paper with marks indicating what alterations needed to 

be made.  This process was repeated a few times until no further changes were required. 

 

 

2.3 Approval from L&T 

 

Every case study has to have approval from the sponsoring company before release.  With the 

Data Synchronization case study it was no different; CD-ROM versions were created and 

shipped to L&T in India. A faculty member visited the Senior Manager-System, ECC Division 

and discussed the case study with him.  The Senior Manager was very impressed with the case 

study and agreed to approve it.  It was further sent to the Executive Vice President who finally 

approved the case study for release. 

   

The Senior Manager, System, ECC Division, was very delighted with the software developed by 

the student.  He stated that L&T had an opportunity to use this code in a project during 

November-December 2007. A plant in Perungudi, about 20 KM from the headquarters, used to 

mix cement from various raw materials and load it in trucks. L&T management requested that 

the Information Systems team control this process from the headquarters. A team led by 

Manager (Systems), modified the code developed by the student and implemented the system 

during December 2007.  

 

Implementation of the new system led to several major improvements for L&T. First, because 

the company’s computers are synchronized and they complete the entire process automatically, 
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data from each order is guaranteed to be error-free. Additionally, the computers are able to mix 

raw materials in the exact quantities needed for each order, thus guaranteeing the quality of each 

order and eliminating the need for time-consuming and costly quality-assurance testing. The 

benefits of the new system have greatly increased the company’s sales and profits.  

 

During early 2008, the concrete plant was sold to another company, and this company has been 

discussing with L&T the possibility of implementing a similar data synchronization system 

across its 57 plants around India.  

 

3.0 Case study distribution  

 

One problem with all previous case studies has been getting them to the public.  Before 2008, the 

only way to obtain the CD-ROM copies was to purchase a book or buy them directly from 

LITEE.  Buying directly was always a messy process.  In 2008, LITEE started to use 

www.lulu.com/litee_cases for single-copy distribution, but it still left something to desire.  

Another solution was to provide free access to LITEE case studies online.  The process to put 

case studies online isn't simple, but newer case studies are built with this in mind. 

 

3.1 Online format 

 

With the shift to online distribution, the case studies of tomorrow have needed major re-

adjustments to properly function.  The Data Synchronization case study was created with the 

template to ensure it was online-ready.  It did not contain any videos, but instead still images, so 

the required alterations were simple and eventually developed into the case study format. 

 

The online distribution system hides the file names through obfuscation, so the case studies 

search and menu features had to be altered to handle blocked pages.  This was achieved by 

adding in extra JavaScript checks that determined if it's currently be used on the web or local 

folder. 

 

One aspect of the online format has been the modularization of components.  Previous case 

studies that were initially created with a custom website creator had to be later changed to the 

new format.  The modular design enabled the lead case study developer to make critical changes 

easily and spread the modifications to other developers.  Modularization has also led to the 

separation of the content and presentation layers.  The content when written is simple and easy 

edit, but the resulting pages viewed by students are completely different looking.  This separation 

allows the developers to focus on the content, and the display aspects are handled by the viewer's 

computer.  It also cuts back on bandwidth requirements, by not constantly retransmitting the 

presentation code on every request. 

 

The purpose of the online format is to have case studies that can be viewed anywhere on 

machines with different operating systems, such as Linux, Mac and Windows.  Some of the older 

case studies have required extensive re-writes to get them in the right format, but the benefits are 

wider distribution and lower costs since CD-ROMs don't have to be produced and shipped. 
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3.2 Online distribution 

 

The LITEE case studies are available for distribution at the website: www.liteecases.com.  

 The first case study placed on the website was the Data Synchronization case study, it 

wasn't viewable by the general public, because it wasn't released yet, but it was used to test the 

platform.  Once L&T approved the case study, this case study was released and is now available 

for use by faculty members and students.   

 

 

4.0 Results 

 

The Data Synchronization case study marked a new era for LITEE; it introduced an interesting 

case study and new technology to help distribute content to students around the world.  Because 

of the technology investments, the case study format was made online ready.  The case study 

writing experience was a fun experience for the student since he got to live in India, work on an 

interesting problem, and document the system.    
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